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GM Notes:  

 “Save Our Student Union/ Union Political Participation Policy” has not encouraged 

more open, intellectual debate nor have any adequate proposals been brought 

forward to better address the topics it covers.  

 “Union Officer Neutrality” has caused tension between Union Officers and those who 

are active in student politics, and diminishes the political voice of the Students’ Union 

overall.  

 Both motions are overly complex in wording and amendments adopted have 

distorted the meaning and intention of the motions to the point that they are unfit for 

purpose. The title of “Union Officer Neutrality” is in opposition with the contents of the 

motion. 

 The vote record for “Save Our Student Union/ Union Political Participation Policy” 

was not noted in the minutes. 

 “Union Officer Neutrality” and “Save Our Student Union/ Union Political Participation 

Policy” hamper the ability of Officers to respond to events affecting the student body 

in an adequate time period.  

 Quickfire policy consultation is effectively implemented in other youth led 

organisations and enables them to respond effectively and timely to political events in 

a way that is representative of those who have voted for them.  

GM Believes:   

 The “Union Officer Neutrality” and “Save Our Student Union/ Union Political 

Participation Policy” hamper the ability of the Student’s Union to effectively 

participate in political issues important to the student body and both policies are 

ineffective in achieving anything more than removing the voice and political power of 

the Student’s Union.  

 Amending “Union Officer Neutrality” and repealing “Save Our Student Union/ Union 

Political Participation Policy” will provide the capacity for the Students Union to more 

directly engage with the concerns of the student body on topics which may fall out 

with union remit and that this will improve the relationship of union officers and the 

students they represent.  

 The repeal is necessary to ensure students can be safe guarded from controversial 

figures and organisations who may not directly contravene union policy, but still hold 

damaging beliefs or have cultivated a negative following.  
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 Returning the political capacity of the Union will improve its strength and standing 

both with other university unions and with the student body.  

 Implementing the capacity for Quickfire policy through online survey consultation of 

the student body would allow for timely responses to important events while still 

reflecting the opinion of the student body, without the complications of calling EGMs 

for any important political decision that students wish the Officers to speak on.  

 

GM Resolves: 

What you want to implement and change; think short term and long term, and consider 

financial implications.  

 To repeal the “Save Our Student Union/ Union Political Participation Policy.” Motion 

to return the political capacity of the Student Union and its Officers.  

 To repeal the “Union Officer Neutrality” and replace this with the following: 

1. That the Union shall continue to campaign as its members democratically 

and representatively instruct it to do so, as defined in the organisation’s 

constitution, and 

2. That the Union shall seek to provide legal observers at demonstrations 

where required and feasible, and that direct action training and know your 

rights training will be made available to students in order to promote safe 

demonstrations, this should be extended, and 

3. In cases where political decisions falling out with the Union Core Policy are 

important to the student body, the Union will launch online consultations (with 

a time limit of 24 hours) known as ‘Quickfire Policy’ to assess student 

opinions, and then use results as a basis to make comments in a timely 

manner.  

 


